The Board of Trust is the governing body of the university. The chancellor, who is also president of the board of trustees, is the chief executive officer of the university. The current chancellor is Nicholas S. Zeppos.

The oldest manuscript in the collection dates from c. 1300, and new acquisitions are made regularly. The flagship Central Library, built in 1941 and renovated in 2010, is a LEED Gold certified, net-zero energy building in which the university invests in sustainability and natural resources. The university has invested in sustainable practices such as post-consumer recycled content with ink made from renewable resources, as well as in the dissemination of greater knowledge about man-made climate change and the steps necessary to counteract such change.

The university is accredited by the Commission on Colleges of the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools to award degrees. Vanderbilt University’s Medical Center is a member of a number of the American Association of University Hospitals.

Admissions, Honors and Rankings

The university is recognized by the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching as a research institution with high research activity. Vanderbilt is a member of the Association of American Universities.

The university is accredited by the Commission on Colleges of the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools to award degrees.

The university is recognized by the American Council on Education and the North Central Association as an accredited college.

The university is a member of the American Association of University Hospitals.

The university is accredited by the Commission on Colleges of the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools to award degrees.

The university is recognized by the Association of American Universities as a research institution with high research activity.

The university is recognized by the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching as a research institution with high research activity.

The university is a member of the American Association of University Hospitals.

The university is accredited by the Commission on Colleges of the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools to award degrees.
Leadership

vice chancellor, general counsel
Anders W. Hall,
Vanessa B. Beasley,
George C. Hill,
who is chosen by the Board of Trust, is the chief executive officer of the university. The dean of the Law School
Cynthia Cyrus,
John M. Lutz,
vice chairman
Jon Winkelried,
Jackson W. Moore,
vice provost for academic and strategic affairs
Jeffrey R. Balser,
Mark F. Dalton,
dean of the School of Engineering
Eric Kopstain,
provost; vice chancellor for academic affairs
Beth Fortune,
dean of basic sciences, School of Medicine
Linda D. Norman,
dean of the College of Arts and Science
Eric Kopstain,
vice chancellor for finance; chief financial officer
Sandra M. McVey,
secretary

Library

Vanderbilt University's library system spans the campus of the university and captures the breadth and depth of research and teaching in our disciplines. Through valuable resources, opportunities, and experiences, we connect our students, faculty, and staff to the knowledge and opportunities of the world. Our collections include the external records of the university. The library is among the top research libraries in the nation and home to more than a million volumes, including databases, journals, and individual works. It collaborates with the collections on and off campus to ensure that our students, faculty, and staff have access to the information they need, no matter where they are or how they search. The library engages the students in their research projects and in the academic community. The library provides opportunities for learning and research. The library is one of the many resources available to students and faculty at the university and beyond.

Contact

VANDERBILT UNIVERSITY NEWS AND COMMUNICATIONS

vanderbiltnews@vanderbilt.edu

ATOMIC MEDIA RELATIONS

(615) 322-6000

THE VANDERBILT DAILY

vandydaily@vanderbilt.edu
Vanderbilt University

Vanderbilt University Financial statements for the fiscal year ending June 30, 2017.

Total assets $13.5 billion

Endowment $2.2 billion

Endowment project $621 million

Endowment projects $469 million

UNRESTRICTED OPERATING ACTIVITY

Operating revenue of $3.3 billion

Instructional and other student services $2.6 billion

Instructional support $207 million

Public service $2 million

Operating Income for the year was $748 million, $1.3 billion

Academic Strategic Plan

The plan is arranged into four central themes: undergraduate education, graduate education and international strategy. As of fall 2016, just a few years from its third year, is driving the institution toward creating a more collaborative and innovative culture to address the most important issues facing society. Highlights include:

- Twenty-five new endowed Cornelius Vanderbilt Chairs created to expand research capacity.
- More than $1 million awarded to 28 Chancellor Faculty Fellows.
- $12 million invested in 30 Trans-Institutional Programs (TIPs).
- One thousand endowed professorships,
- Twenty-five new endowed endowments,
- One thousand endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed endowed end
Students

Enrollment (2016-2017) 17,281
UNDERGRADUATE 9,700
GRADUATE 7,581
Full-time 16,601
Part-time 680
Men 8,824
Women 8,457

Enrollment by School
Blue School of Music 355
College of Arts and Science 4,045
School of Engineering 1,584
School of Medicine 1,185
School of Nursing 846

total enrollment By School
Division of Unclassified Studies 18
School of Medicine (Basic Sciences) 197
School of Engineering 448
School of Medicine (Clinical Sciences) 586
Owen Graduate School of Management 48
Law School 574
College of Arts and Science 574
School of Engineering 144
School of Medicine (Clinical Sciences) 197
Blair School of Music 211

Total enrollment (2016/2017) 17,281

Total full-time faculty 707
Total part-time faculty 73
Faculty with terminal degrees 573

UVR PUBLICATION STAFF (FY 2016)
Full 114
Part time 48

TOTAL EMPLOYMENT* 1745
* As defined in Federal Financial Aid regulations. Total faculty and staff includes Vanderbilt University Medical Center - 785, Vanderbilt University School of Medicine - 598, Vanderbilt University School of Nursing - 147, and Vanderbilt University School of Dentistry - 45.

FINANCIAL AID
Percentage of undergraduate students who live on campus (2015-16) 69%

EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
Chairs and organizations
More than 500

FINANCIAL AID
Percentage of undergraduate students receiving some form of financial aid 67%

Vanderbilt University Financial Information 2017

Total net assets $5.4 billion
Endowment balance $3.5 billion
Endowment project 4%
Endowment growth 2%

UNRESTRICTED OPERATING ACTIVITY
Financial aid 4.7%
Institutional support 4.5%
Investment income and other 0.2%
Public service 3%

OPERATING REVENUE FOR 2016
Net tuition, fees, room, board, and other auxiliary 68%
Gifts and contracts 17.5%
Investment income and other 12.5%
Grants and contracts 6.5%
Public service 3%

Academic Strategic Plan

More about Vanderbilt's Academic Strategic Plan, as well as updates on its progress, can be found at vanderbilt.edu/strategicplan.

The plan is arranged into four central themes: undergraduate education; cutting-edge medical research; innovative solutions to the most important issues; and advancing teaching and research.

Growth in the school’s undergraduate enrollment and increasing endowment led to a $214.0 million increase in sponsored research and project awards in 2016.

More about Vanderbilt’s Academic Strategic Plan, as well as updates on its progress, can be found at vanderbilt.edu/strategicplan.

Vanderbilt University Medical Center

Vanderbilt University Medical Center (VUMC) is an independent, nonprofit corporation that shares Vanderbilt University’s research focus and collaborates closely with the university through education and clinical services.

VUMC includes the Medical Center, at which the university’s mission is advanced through patient care, education, research, and service.

Vanderbilt University Medical Center is one of the nation’s leading institutions dedicated to innovative patient care, groundbreaking research, and excellent education.

Vanderbilt University Medical Center

Academic Strategic Plan

The plan is arranged into four central themes: undergraduate education; cutting-edge medical research; innovative solutions to the most important issues; and advancing teaching and research.

More about Vanderbilt’s Academic Strategic Plan, as well as updates on its progress, can be found at vanderbilt.edu/strategicplan.

Growth in the school’s undergraduate enrollment and increasing endowment led to a $214.0 million increase in sponsored research and project awards in 2016.

More about Vanderbilt’s Academic Strategic Plan, as well as updates on its progress, can be found at vanderbilt.edu/strategicplan.

Vanderbilt University Medical Center

Academic Strategic Plan

The plan is arranged into four central themes: undergraduate education; cutting-edge medical research; innovative solutions to the most important issues; and advancing teaching and research.

More about Vanderbilt’s Academic Strategic Plan, as well as updates on its progress, can be found at vanderbilt.edu/strategicplan.

Growth in the school’s undergraduate enrollment and increasing endowment led to a $214.0 million increase in sponsored research and project awards in 2016.

More about Vanderbilt’s Academic Strategic Plan, as well as updates on its progress, can be found at vanderbilt.edu/strategicplan.

Academic Strategic Plan

The plan is arranged into four central themes: undergraduate education; cutting-edge medical research; innovative solutions to the most important issues; and advancing teaching and research.

More about Vanderbilt’s Academic Strategic Plan, as well as updates on its progress, can be found at vanderbilt.edu/strategicplan.

Growth in the school’s undergraduate enrollment and increasing endowment led to a $214.0 million increase in sponsored research and project awards in 2016.

More about Vanderbilt’s Academic Strategic Plan, as well as updates on its progress, can be found at vanderbilt.edu/strategicplan.

Academic Strategic Plan

The plan is arranged into four central themes: undergraduate education; cutting-edge medical research; innovative solutions to the most important issues; and advancing teaching and research.

More about Vanderbilt’s Academic Strategic Plan, as well as updates on its progress, can be found at vanderbilt.edu/strategicplan.

Growth in the school’s undergraduate enrollment and increasing endowment led to a $214.0 million increase in sponsored research and project awards in 2016.

More about Vanderbilt’s Academic Strategic Plan, as well as updates on its progress, can be found at vanderbilt.edu/strategicplan.

Academic Strategic Plan

The plan is arranged into four central themes: undergraduate education; cutting-edge medical research; innovative solutions to the most important issues; and advancing teaching and research.

More about Vanderbilt’s Academic Strategic Plan, as well as updates on its progress, can be found at vanderbilt.edu/strategicplan.

Growth in the school’s undergraduate enrollment and increasing endowment led to a $214.0 million increase in sponsored research and project awards in 2016.

More about Vanderbilt’s Academic Strategic Plan, as well as updates on its progress, can be found at vanderbilt.edu/strategicplan.

Academic Strategic Plan

The plan is arranged into four central themes: undergraduate education; cutting-edge medical research; innovative solutions to the most important issues; and advancing teaching and research.

More about Vanderbilt’s Academic Strategic Plan, as well as updates on its progress, can be found at vanderbilt.edu/strategicplan.

Growth in the school’s undergraduate enrollment and increasing endowment led to a $214.0 million increase in sponsored research and project awards in 2016.

More about Vanderbilt’s Academic Strategic Plan, as well as updates on its progress, can be found at vanderbilt.edu/strategicplan.
Students

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Students</th>
<th>Enrollment (2016-2017)</th>
<th>Undergraduate</th>
<th>Graduate</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fall</td>
<td>17,280</td>
<td>12,049</td>
<td>2,715</td>
<td>14,764</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spring</td>
<td>17,280</td>
<td>12,061</td>
<td>2,715</td>
<td>14,776</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>34,560</td>
<td>24,110</td>
<td>5,430</td>
<td>30,234</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Vanderbilt University Financials as of 2015

- Total net assets: $3.7 billion
- Endowment (2016): $1.4 billion
- Endowment growth (2015-2016): 1.4%

Unrestricted operating activity

- Operating expenses: $1.3 billion
- Investment income: $12 million
- Restructured operating activity

- Total net assets: $5.4 billion
- Endowment (FY 2016): $214 million
- Endowment growth (FY 2015-2016): 4.7%

Athletics

Conference memberships:
- Southeastern Conference (Athletic Division)
- Southeastern Bowling League
- National Championships

Women's athletic teams:
- Basketball
- Cross country
- Football
- Golf
- Tennis

Academic Strategic Plan

The plan is arranged into four central themes: undergraduate education, trans-institutional partnerships, health and health facing society. Students are being led in all corners of campus with more than one host, faculty, staff and student directly involved in bringing the plan to life.

- 25 new endowed Cornelius Vanderbilt Chairs created to expand research on emerging topics.
- 4,195 endowed and unendowed faculty positions.
- Vanderbilt Dyer Observatory, located on an arboretum in 1988. The oldest building on the original campus was completed around 1891. The Frank Lloyd Wright center of campus from the 1960s.
- Vanderbilt University Medical Center is an independent, nonprofit corporation that shares Vanderbilt University's research and care.
- Vanderbilt University Medical Center (VUMC) is an independent, nonprofit corporation that shares Vanderbilt University's research and care.
- Vanderbilt University is an independent, nonprofit corporation that shares Vanderbilt University's research and care.
- Vanderbilt University Medical Center is an independent, nonprofit corporation that shares Vanderbilt University's research and care.
- Vanderbilt University Medical Center is an independent, nonprofit corporation that shares Vanderbilt University's research and care.
- Vanderbilt University Medical Center is an independent, nonprofit corporation that shares Vanderbilt University's research and care.
- Vanderbilt University Medical Center is an independent, nonprofit corporation that shares Vanderbilt University's research and care.
- Vanderbilt University Medical Center is an independent, nonprofit corporation that shares Vanderbilt University's research and care.
Leadership

Anders W. Hall, university librarian
Valerie Hotchkiss, vice chancellor for equity, diversity and inclusion; dean of the Law School
Chris P. Guthrie, vice provost for learning and residential affairs
Camilla P. Benbow, Jeffrey R. Balser, ACAdeMiC leadership chairman
Mark F. Dalton, Mark T. Wallace, dean of the Blair School of Music
Mark W. Wait, vice provost for research; dean of the School of Engineering
Jim Knoll, vice chancellor for public affairs; vice provost for enrollment affairs
Linda D. Norman, Eric Kopstain, dean of the Divinity School
Susan R. Wente, provost; vice chancellor for academic affairs

General Officers
Nicholas Z. Zeppos, chancellor, professor of law
Audrey A. Jones, vice chancellor, general counsel and secretary of the university
Mark R. Barcha, vice chancellor for public affairs
Andrew W. Hallock, vice president for finance; chief investment officer
Eugene N. Fidler, vice president for external affairs; chief information officer
Stevern L. Kaplan, vice chancellor for finance and administration
John S. Shadid, dean of the School of Medicine; chief financial officer
Bret A. Wirtz, president and CEO

Academic Leadership
Nicholas Z. Zeppos, chancellor, professor of law
S. Craig Roberts, dean of the School of Medicine
Thomas F. Boudreaux, dean of the Martha Rivers Ingram Graduate School
Christopher P. Falke, dean of the College of Arts and Science
Lauren L. Brown, dean of the College of Arts and Science
Dale Anglin, provost, vice president for enrollment affairs
Christopher J. Hagan, vice provost for student affairs
Philippe M. Questel, dean of the School of Engineering
John Hull, vice president for information technology
Christopher S. Vlahakis, dean of the School of Medicine
Chris G. Hutton, dean of the Law School
Greer Smith, university librarian
Rae E. Johnson, dean of the Owen Graduate School of Management
Lorraine M. Daniels, dean of the School of Medicine
Alice B. Hughes, dean of the School of Engineering
Frederick Feldman, provost for research
Evelyn M. Worden, dean of the Divinity School
Mark R. Ware, dean of the Blair School of Music
Mark T. Wallace, dean of the School of Engineering

Library

Vanderbilt University’s library is a world-class collection and library system of the core elements of digital and physical collections on campus. Through various scholars, resources and expert services, significant space across campus libraries, architectural design is one of the educational missions of the library. The libraries are among the top research collections in the nation and more than a million items, including databases for journals, books, and individual volumes. The libraries serve the collections in the office as a one-stop solution, with new and updated publications as an added feature. In addition to its support of Vanderbilt research and curriculum, all the libraries include the Nashville Public Library for Research, the Vanderbilt Reference Center for Vanderbilt and Middle Tennessee, and the widely available access to libraries all around the world.

Alumni

The oldest manuscript in the collection dates from c. 1300, and new 
(615) 322-4121 • (615) 343-7064 fax • vucommodores.com 

Vanderbilt University offers undergraduate programs in the liberal arts and sciences, engineering, music, education and human development, as well as a full range of graduate and professional degrees. The combination of cutting-edge research in the arts, education, natural sciences, business, law, medicine, nursing and divinity, and one of the largest private employer in the Middle Tennessee region.

The Princeton Review (2017)
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